
A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO

I have always been grateful for the

peace, good health and freedom I have

been gifted.  Like many of you I have

felt that this has now been challenged,

and I am left with more uncertainty than

truths, trying very hard to understand

what we are facing and how to best

respond to that.

 

As a mother, a daughter, a sister, a

friend and a colleague I extend my

responsibility broadly to those around

me.  I have always chosen to work in

not-for-profit organisations as I harbour

a deep commitment to my community. 

 

So I know that it is my time, as CEO of

this important Foundation, to step up.

 

Spinnaker has been called upon to

support, in every way we possibly can,

research in our hospitals that will save

lives.  This challenge is not new to us, it

is our purpose each and every day, but

it is the immediacy of this threat that is

most challenging. And in a free-falling

market, funding has never been harder

to achieve.

 

But we must.

 

Over the course of the past few weeks

the team and I have been working very

closely with the state government,

doctors and nurses, universities and

research institutes to get a deeper

understanding of what we need to do

for those who become critically ill.  We

do not understand this disease.  We do

not know why it afflicts some and not

others.  We do not know how to treat it.

 

But we must.

 

The Trustee Directors of Spinnaker

know this.  That is why they have

made the decision to direct all our

resources to this fight for the

foreseeable future.  We are a small

team, but just as our hospitals and

researchers have come together to

fight this threat, so must we come

together with our community to

support them.

 

This doesn’t mean we will turn our

back on the other important

research we have funded.  We

remain committed to our pledged

grants and in support of projects

that are already in progress.  Other

diseases will not wait for this crisis

to pass and we must remain

dedicated to the challenges we have

already committed to.  Cancer, heart

disease, diabetes, mental health; to

just name a few; have the potential

to escalate as risks to our

community and we will not abandon

that fight in readiness for another.

 

And fight we will.

 

I am reassured by the strength of

commitment and depth of

determination our hospitals are

 

showing at this time of

unprecedented risk.  From the

moment a member of our

community walks through the door

of Fiona Stanley Hospital with a

positive Covid diagnosis the whole

team is fighting for you.  They are

working not just in every area of our

hospital, but with all the major

hospitals, and closely with the

greatest clinical and academic

researchers locally and globally.

They are learning from their

colleagues from around the world

and they are advancing daily. While

once we may have regretted our

state’s isolation, now let’s be grateful

as it affords us the time to be better

prepared, better informed and more

able to respond.

 

I implore you to be safe; for you,

your family, your community. We’re

in this fight for you and with you. 

 We will not walk away until the job

is done.

 
 
 
 

Dana Henderson

Chief Executive Officer

Spinnaker Health Research Foundation
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NOT-FOR-PROFIT TOUR:

THE FOUR STATE CENTRES

We are pleased to congratulate two recipients of the Barry Marshall Travel Awards Round 2: A/Prof Dale Edgar who will be

travelling to the 20th Congress of the International Society of Burn Injuries in Birmingham, UK and, Ms Cobie Starcevich who

will travel to the IASP World Conference on Pain in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Congratulations Dale and Cobie!
 
In the midst of uncertainty surrounding travel, these awards will be fulfilled when the conferences are rescheduled and of

course, when it is safe to travel once more.
 
The awards are generously supported by Perth Business Events and Prof Barry Marshall AC and Mrs Adrienne Marshall. Two

further application rounds of the Travel Awards will be available in May and July. Click here to learn more.

BARRY MARSHALL TRAVEL AWARD RECIPIENTS ANNOUNCED! 

Spinnaker is delighted to have the opportunity to share some good news with the

people that need it most: our incredible healthcare workers. Wendy, Outpatient

Clerk at Fiona Stanley Hospital (pictured), was thrilled to be a recent lotto winner.
 
"Thank you so much! This has come as such a good surprise in the present

difficult times."
 
SMHS Staff Lottery (formerly the Freo Doctor Lottery)  has been running for 17

years and funds raised support staff members performing vital research at Fiona

Stanley, Rockingham and Fremantle Hospitals. Click here to Learn more.

On 20 February, Spinnaker was

delighted to host a hospital tour of

the four State centres for our

colleagues from other WA not-for-

profit organisations.
 
The Spinnaker team were joined by

Lorna Pritchard from Lotterywest,

Wendy Enderbrock-Brown of Conquer

Cystic Fibrosis, Sarah Fordham of

Heart Foundation WA, Diana Forsyth

of The Harry Perkins Institute of

Medical Research and Margrete

Chaney of Co3 Dance Company. We

were also pleased to be joined by

South Metro Health Service Clinical

Director for Research Prof Merrilee

Needham and Head of Research &

Development, Melanie Wright.
 
The tour shone a light on the

important research that underpins the

four State centres of excellence at

Fiona Stanley Hospital; the State

Rehabilitation Service, State Burns

Service, Hyperbaric Medicine and

Heart and Lung Transplant, including

Advanced Heart Failure and Cardiac

Transplant unit.

 

SPREADING SOME GOOD NEWS

We would like to extend special

thanks to the marvellous clinicians

who made this tour possible and

improved our understanding of

how research is used to inform and

improve patient treatments. It

makes us even prouder to do what

we do! 
 
Thanks to: Dr Emma-Leigh Synnott,

Martyn Savage, A/Prof Dale Edgar,

Dr Helen Douglas, Prof Ian

Gawthrope, Dr Warren Pavey, Dr

Richard Hunt and Dr Peter Dias.

Pictured above from left: Dr Warren Pavey, Wendy Enderbrock-Brown, Lorna Pritchard,

Dana Henderson, Melanie Wright, Sarah Fordham, Diana Forsyth and Dr Richard Hunt

Pictured: Wendy Enderbroock-Brown pictured proudly with the Exvivo Lung Perfusion Machine

which was donated by Conquer Cystic Fibrosis with the support of Spinnaker HRF

https://www.spinnakerhealth.org.au/education-research/barry-marshall-travel-awards/
https://www.spinnakerhealth.org.au/support/smhs-staff-programs/


Fiona Stanley Hospital

Emergency Department is one

of the busiest in the country

and the team have now taken

on the additional challenge of

preparing for the Covid threat

while maintaining the highest

standards of usual care.
 
FSH ED Director, Dr Vanessa

Clayden, and ED Nurse Unit

Manager Ms Aleca Velzeboer

have assembled an emergency

medicine taskforce of more

than 20 staff to plan for the

COVID-19 outbreak. 

 

“We really have had to rapidly

redesign everything we do in

anticipation of what is ahead of

us” Dr Clayden said. “It’s about

making sure we continue to do

all the usual things we do well,

look after emergencies such as

heart attacks and major

injuries, while at the same time

preparing for COVID-19

patients with breathing

difficulties that will need

specialised care”. 

 

Dr Clayden said people will

notice changes if they have to

come to ED in this period as

measures have been taken to

keep patients safe and limit

exposure to the virus. 

An additional clinic has been

established away from the

main ED so people with minor

injury and non-critical illness

may be seen in another clinic to

get the care they need.  This

will also free up ED space and

resources to manage the

anticipated influx of COVID 19

related illness. 
 
“We think our patients will

understand the need and the

efforts we are making to keep

everyone safe” said Dr Clayden.

“We feel the anxiety of the

community at this time” said

Ms Velzeboer. “We want them

to be reassured that our ED is

as well prepared as any. Fiona

Stanley ED is a world class

department and will continue

to serve all of our patients

well”.
 
Research is also critical to

ensuring our ED is operating at

world-class standards and the

department is conducting

research to investigate the

reasons why some patients

with COVID 19 respond poorly,

whilst most do recover. ED

consultant Associate Professor

Glenn Arendts leads the

research program and says the

department was quick to

respond to the need  

Write a message to our doctors, nurses and all other healthcare

workers on the frontline of the COVID-19 crisis:

for immediate and real time research and data

collection:

 

“The emergency department is the first place we

see our critically ill Covid patients and we need

to be ready to respond, not just with care, but

considered assessment. We are well advanced in

our plans to do the critical laboratory work to

better understand the illness and trial new

treatments for COVID patients” he said.

 

 “Researchers and clinicians working together

will defeat COVID 19, I’m sure of it”.

To submit your message mail to PO BOX 480, Fremantle WA 6959 or;  

email admin@spinnakerhealth.org.au or;  submit via our Facebook page, tag @spinnakerhrf or post on our wall

EXPERT TEAM’S RAPID RESPONSE TO EMERGENCY CARE

Pictured above: members of the Fiona Stanley

Hospital Emergency Department team

We will display your message for hospital staff to lift spirits during this tough time 

https://www.facebook.com/spinnakerhrf/
https://www.facebook.com/spinnakerhrf/


Please return this form to Spinnaker Health Research Foundation, PO Box 480, FREMANTLE WA 6959
 
Email: admin@spinnakerhealth.org.au      Phone: 08 6152 5566       www.spinnakerhealth.org.au/donate

Name:_____________________________________           Remain anonymous               Phone:__________________________

Signature:________________________________ 

                   

Please direct my donation to:

A message from our frontline

researchers
 
We know how frightening it can be

to hear that there is no known

treatment for the Covid virus should

you become critically ill.  We have

heard many stories across the globe

of health systems becoming

overwhelmed too quickly to allow

the time to consider how to best

respond.  Western Australia has been

fortunate to have been able to learn

from our international colleagues

and take immediate and rapid action

before there is a high rate of

infection. 
 
We are united in our actions to

making sure everyone who becomes

ill in WA has access to the latest

clinical trials for treatment and can

be part of the state-wide response to

best practice and improved care.

That is why our very best

researchers, led by a team drawn

from our hospitals, universities and

research institutes, have come

together in a coordinated response,

and we are ready to act immediately. 
 
We know it is the patient that

matters in all of this. This is not

about the long term; this is about

understanding what treatment is

going to work best, mapping how

the infection develops and better 

understanding why some people get so

critically ill while others recover much

better and faster.
 
This week WA will launch a coordinated

and cohesive response; the Covid

Research Response (CRR) under the

leadership of the WA Health Translation

Network. The protocols of this research

are endorsed by WHO and will enable

individual data collection coupled with

sample collection under consented

patient trials in our hospitals. This

information will enable all researchers,

scientists and doctors to immediately

evaluate treatments and therapies for

patients with Covid and respond

accordingly in real time.
 
This is a unique situation where doctors

need the help of patients to develop

and work out the best treatments for

Covid. Our patients will be helping

doctors in order to help themselves, as

well as those who might be unfortunate

enough to become ill after them.
 
CRR will initially be conducted at WA’s

three metropolitan tertiary hospitals in

a collaborative partnership with

Murdoch University, UWA and the

Australian National Phenome Centre,

collocated alongside WA’s largest

hospital, Fiona Stanley Hospital. The

Australian National Phenome Centre is

the largest and most advanced

experimental laboratory in the southern 

hemisphere, with the technology to

process samples in real time, and with

the accuracy to produce an immediate

snapshot of a patient’s chemical

fingerprint.
 
The CRR collaboration will mean

hospitals and researchers from across

WA will be able to access real time

patient clinical data combined with

outstanding laboratory analyses, which

can be processed through the WA

supercomputer network. Different

approaches to understanding the

infection that are relevant to both

individual patients and the general

population will be examined to inform

treatment and maximise positive

outcomes.
 
The WA Covid Research Response is a

genuinely world-leading, WA response

to this unprecedented and poorly

understood viral threat. That is why we

are responding as quickly as we can, with

the very best team from across WA.
 
We’re in this together - we will learn

how to treat our patients sooner and we

will save lives.
 
Professor Toby Richards

Covid Research Response Lead
 
Professor Merrilee Needham

Clinical Director Research, SMHS
 
Melanie Wright

Head of Research & Development, SMHS

Address:_____________________________________________________________ Email:___________________________________

DONATE NOW TO HELP US FUND THE NEXT GREAT DISCOVERY
Your donation will support research that responds to the critical health

needs of our community. All donations over $2.00 are tax deductible.

Cardholder Name:__________________________________               

COVID RESEARCH RESPONSE:

YOUR HOSPITALS ARE 

RAPIDLY RESPONDING

$100

Single donation

I would not like to receive regular news,

updates and invitations from Spinnaker

Please find enclosed my cash/cheque payable to Spinnaker Health Research Foundation or;

I would like to receive information on how to

make a gift in my Will to support Spinnaker

Recurring donation every:
 ___________

(i.e. monthly, weekly)

Please debit my donation to the provided credit card:

Card no:_______________________________________________   Expiry Date:_________________                    

Mastercard Visa

$25 $50

$250 $500 $1,000

I would like to make a: Covid Research Response

Covid research (general)

All other critical research

Donation amount:

Other amount $_________

Personal details:

 

We’re in this together - we will learn

how to treat our patients sooner and

we will save lives."

https://www.spinnakerhealth.org.au/support/donate/
https://www.spinnakerhealth.org.au/support/donate/
https://www.spinnakerhealth.org.au/support/donate/

